Squash on the Move

The 2019-2022 strategic plan for squash

Love all, play.
Squash on the Move is squash’s four-year strategic plan. It is refreshed every
four years and guides the development of our sport across New Zealand.
Squash New Zealand (“Squash NZ”) has two major strategic outcomes,
participation growth and international success. To maximise success with
each of these areas Squash NZ will need to both measure and track real
outcomes, as well as ensure we deliver on key initiatives that create the
environment that facilitates achievement.
Ultimately squash success will depend on the combined effort of Squash NZ,
districts, clubs, and other facilities with courts, in particular to delivering key
initiatives.
Progress will be measured annually. There’s enough flexibility built in so that if
the environment changes or someone has a great idea we can alter our game.
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Growing at grassroots and
going for gold

Squash is a healthy sport that
can be played casually and
competitively around the clock
and across the country
In a broad context it offers individuals the opportunity to enjoy recreation and
fitness, contributing to their general health, while squash clubs and centres across
the country contribute to the well-being of their communities.
Our vision starts with New Zealanders choosing squash in their communities – in
clubs, schools, universities and recreation centres. Kids and adults, leisure and
competitive players, newcomers and old hands. Trying it, playing it, loving it. This
is grassroots squash and is about healthy people and healthy communities.
More people playing squash creates a bigger base for leisure players, running
events and developing talent.

Going for gold is a metaphor we use for high sporting achievement across all age
groups in national and international events, in Professional Squash Association
(“PSA”) events, and in the Commonwealth games, World Open, World Team
Squash Championships and other iconic squash events.
Squash NZ’s vision is squash growing at grassroots and going for gold.
Achieving our vision involves engaging with supporters and fans, having a wellconnected squash community, and working closely with business partners,
government agencies, schools and other organisations.
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Keep up with the play

All levels of squash need to understand their communities, community drivers and
opportunities, and the needs of current and potential participants.
Like all sports squash has the opportunity to take advantage of a changing world and
position our sport at the head of the vast array of leisure time options.
In developing this plan we have paid extra attention to two opportunities.

Increasing the visibility and
accessibility of squash
Accessibility is about promoting the game, having different ways of playing squash
(tournaments, leagues, interclub, playing mates and more types of leisure play), and
about increasing access to courts, from traditional club membership to casual entry.
This strategy recognises that club membership will adapt and be successful, and that
there will also be new casual engagement options. The strategy does not adopt or
promote a preference; the options provided to prospective and current players will be
provided by the clubs and centres themselves.

Connecting more with the younger
generation
Societal and behavioural changes driven by communications technologies have arguably
made Millennials and more latterly GenZ’ers more diverse than the generations before
them. Squash needs to keep up with these changes if we are going to stay connected not
only with the younger generation but also a broader range of people as society changes.
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How we work
Five key values we promote in running our game are integrity, enjoyment,
innovation, diversity and collaboration:

Our operating principles focus on players and leveraging our significant collective
resources to some key things exceptionally well:

integrity

•

improving squash experiences for people is at the centre of everything we
do;

•

we work together based on an understanding of our current and future
environment;

•

we select only the best opportunities each year and making sure we do
these well; and

•

we endeavour to strike a balance between doing what’s necessary today and
building for the future.

Committed to being honest and transparent

enjoyment

Involved because it is rewarding

innovation
Finding creative and better ways to do things

diversity

Aiming to make squash inclusive for all

COLLABORATION
Working together to get results

As mentioned in the foreword this strategy will need to be focussed on
measuring and tracking our aspirational goals as well as implementing key
initiatives that create the opportunity for success. This dual focus ensures
accountability to our goals and a focus on ensuring successful changes are made
that will make a difference.
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Purpose and responsibilities
The purpose of Squash NZ and the district associations
is to make squash a healthy and enjoyable choice for
a growing number of New Zealanders and for New
Zealand players to succeed on the international stage.
Working with clubs for the good of the game is key.
Clubs are the first and main building blocks of squash
in the country. This plan also recognises the roles of
schools, universities, recreation and commercial centres
in the delivery of squash.
Squash NZ and districts lead, co-ordinate and support
squash across New Zealand and in the regions. Their key
responsibilities are as follows.

SQUASH NZ RESPONSIBILITIES

District responsibilities

•

Regulate and advance the game of squash throughout New Zealand

•

Represent, advance, promote and advocate for squash regionally

•

Promote, represent and advocate for squash nationally

•

Organise and enhance district competitions and major events

•

Represent squash internationally and contribute to the greater good of the
game

•

Select and support district representatives and teams

•

Organise, enhance and deliver premier and international competitions and
events

•

Develop and deliver successful district programmes for local player
development, coaching and referees which are co-ordinated with national
programmes

•

Select, nurture and support representative teams and international players
to be successful

•

Advocate for squash within regional communities and grow squash
regionally

•

Manage and enhance the squash grading system

•

•

Develop and deliver successful high performance, national coaching and
national referee programmes

Provide face-to-face operational and development support to clubs, schools
and squash facilities

•

Facilitate club collaboration

•

Develop and disseminate support resources, tools and guidelines that are
best organised once centrally. Examples include IT systems and ‘products’
and tools which help districts, clubs and squash facilities run the game locally

•

Attract new investment to enhance the long-term sustainability of squash in
New Zealand

•

Conduct/obtain research on squash and wider sector to disseminate to
districts and clubs

•

Build and maintain courts

•

Provide squash programmes which attract and retain players

Facilitate district collaboration

•

Promote squash locally

•

club responsibilities
This plan recognises that clubs themselves determine how they serve their local
communities and how they operate. Three key club responsibilities are:
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Strategic outcomes

OUR TWO STRATEGIC OUTCOMES
ARE PARTICIPATION GROWTH AND
INTERNATIONAL SUCCESS
Participation growth will improve court utilisation, programme viability, player
choices and funding at all levels.

Quality experiences, player participation and growth happen at clubs, centres and
schools and is principally a district responsibility. Squash NZ plays a supportive
role.
International success promotes pride, provides inspiration for up-and-coming
talent, attracts new players to the game and increases partnership opportunities.

Participation growth and quality experiences go hand-in-hand. Quality
experiences attract, engage and retain players, and underpin participation
growth. In recognising participation growth as the goal, we recognise that players
will stay engaged with the game if it meets their needs.

International success will be measured by the number of players with top 100
PSA rankings, Commonwealth Games medals, and world team event results.
Success in these areas also takes us a step closer to a New Zealand world
champion. While events occur in cycles, success requires an effort across all four
years of the plan.

For participation growth we’ll track graded and leisure members of clubs, and
also players who take to courts in a different way … as a visitor, as a pay-to-play
player, as a league player, a school player … more.

International success is a key responsibility of Squash NZ which leads and invests
in the success of high performance development, individuals and teams. Districts
and clubs play key supportive roles.

Measuring participation growth will involve counting player numbers and their
satisfaction in a practicable way.

underpinned by quality experiences
A significant increase in the
number of people playing squash

Success at pinnacle
international events

A world champion
Ten players in the PSA top 100 (2)
Sixth or better placing in world
team events

Building systems which support sustainable results in key to achieving these goals.
Our sport is well-organised
Our funding is broadened and increased
Squash is well promoted
Squash uses great digital applications
The key people running clubs and programmes are supported
Coaching is strong throughout the country
Refereeing is strong throughout the country
We have a strong base of performance athletes
Squash has an attractive event and competition framework

1) Growth parameters may include, where practicable, membership numbers, graded and leisure player numbers, programme
engagement, casual player numbers, facility access methods, court utilisation and squash court revenues
2) Including at least 2 players in the top 10 and at least 6 players in the top 50
3) These are 4 year goals

e na bl er s

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

meas ure able
goals ( 3)

3-5% compound growth
over 4 years

(1)

inter national s u cces s

s trategi c
ou tcom e s

pa rt ic ipat io n g rowth
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Enabling outcomes and initiatives
Achieving our strategic outcomes of participation growth and international
success requires the unified effort of Squash NZ, districts and clubs. Key roles
and responsibilities are outlined elsewhere in this plan.
There is a range of enabling outcomes and initiatives. Squash NZ will, having
consulted with stakeholders, participants and in particular districts, action
the following key initiatives over the course of this four-year strategic plan.
These initiatives provide a basis for specific actions to be outlined in both
Squash New Zealand and District annual plans. They are numbered for easy
referencing. Phasing and funding of actions will be addressed in annual plans.

1. Our sport is
well-organised

2. OUR FUNDING IS BROADENED
AND INCREASED

4. Squash uses great digital
applications

Squash NZ will:

Squash NZ will:

Squash NZ will:

•

achieve and maintain the Sport New Zealand
Governance Mark [1.1]

•

attract, develop, enhance and support commercial
partnerships [2.1]

•

•

ensure the best people are in key positions [1.2]

•

•

encourage good governance in districts and clubs
[1.3]

establish, promote and manage the Squash
Foundation [2.2]

•

•

develop and maintain mutually beneficial
relationships with the World Squash Federation
(“WSF’), PSA and national squash associations [1.4]

grow investment from current external funding
providers [2.3]

•

enhance mutually beneficial relationships with Sport
NZ and High Performance Sport NZ [2.4]

•

investigate improvements to structure and funding
(with districts) [1.5]

3. SQUASH IS WELL PROMOTED

work with districts to ensure delivery plans are
aligned [1.6]

Squash NZ will:

•
•
•

develop and implement a clear digital applications
strategy which support the efficient administration
of squash and enhances accessibility, connection
withand promotion of the game [4.1]

5. The key people running
districts, clubs and
programmes are supported
Squash NZ will:
•

develop and implement a district and club capability
programme (with districts) [5.1]

•

•

communicate effectively with districts and clubs
[1.7]

profile and promote key activities, events and
players [3.1]

update and maintain an easily accessible toolkit of
club support resources [5.2]

•

•

develop a facilities strategy which informs future
development decisions [1.8]

develop a high profile on traditional and social
media platforms [3.2]

create an online resource sharing platform for
districts & clubs [5.3]

•

build the squash fan base [3.3]

•

identify, manage and promote events which attract
top players and commercial partners [3.4]

•

support district and club promotional initiatives [3.5]

6. COACHING IS STRONG
THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

8. WE HAVE A STRONG BASE OF
PERFORMANCE ATHLETES

Squash NZ will:

Squash NZ will:

•

review, update and improve the coach development
framework throughout NZ, to ensure pathways for
all capabilities of both community and performance
coaches [6.1]

•

create a world class HP programme [8.1]

Squash NZ will:

•

review, update and communicate clear player
development pathways and investment [8.2]

•

review resourcing and delivery of the competition
programme (with districts) [9.1]

create and implement effective development
opportunities for all coaches [6.2]

•

review, update and implement an effective targeted
funding policy for elite athletes [8.3]

•

raise the profile and standards of national events
[9.2]

•

provide world class coaches, sports psychologists,
strength and conditioning personnel and wider
sports science resources for our NZ representative
athletes [8.4]

•

continually enhance the squash grading system [9.3]

•

create player development programme templates,
for delivery in district hubs, that align with national
HP programme [8.5]

•

investigate the feasibility of a centralised
performance hub for athletes [8.6]

•

facilitate professional development squad
programmes and international campaigns, including
Junior and Senior World Championship campaigns
[8.7]

•

organise events which provide opportunities for
high performance players [8.8]

•

investigate the opportunities to organise Junior and
Senior World Championship and/or PSA events [8.9]

•

7. REFEREEING IS STRONG
THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY
Squash NZ will:
•

review and update the referee development
framework [7.1]

•

ensure effective development opportunities for all
referees [7.2]

9. SQUASH HAS AN ATTRACTIVE
EVENT AND COMPETITION
FRAMEWORK
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Marking our game

Our system of marking the
next interclub or tournament
game is quite unique to our
sport
No surprises then that ‘marking our game’ is an important part of our
strategic plan. Marking our Game is the annual measurement and
review system we use to measure the effectiveness and outcomes of
our actions. We’ll list our actions and clear goals in annual plans, and
budgeting and financial reporting will include expenditure in four key
delivery areas – participation and development, international events,
high performance and events.

Marking our Game will happen at board and organisation levels to
track progress towards achieving both the strategic outcomes and
goals outlined in this plan and the more detailed targets which will be
in our annual plans.
The purpose of our evaluations is to ensure we are doing the best we
can to fulfil our purpose, deliver on our responsibilities and achieve
our vision of squash growing at grassroots and going for gold.

About Squash New Zealand
Squash New Zealand is an incorporated society and the sport’s national body. The Squash New Zealand
Board is responsible for the production of this plan. Our chief executive is responsible for developing and
implementing annual plans which, along with the co-ordinated efforts of districts and clubs, helps achieve the
strategic outcomes and goals.
For latest information, personnel and contact details please visit
www.squashnz.co.nz

squashnz.co.nz

